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The challenge of managing furniture in both the private office and open 

plan is minimized with a single product line that does both. Approach is a 

versatile offering of laminate storage, desking, and accessories that allows a 

consistent and dynamic aesthetic across the workspace. Approach uses space 

as efficiently as possible – when needs change, it can expand or condense 

based on company and user requirements. Approach is the perfect way to 

optimize your space, and space planning, throughout the floorplan.  

Use Your 
Space Wisely

The Approach portfolio of modular 

options can be configured to create the 

right private-office application whether 

the space is large, small, or unique. Be 

inspired to rethink how the private office 

can be utilized to address today’s needs 

while serving more than one purpose. 
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In the open plan, Approach works with any Allsteel panel system to provide the storage needed for a 

productive workstation. Choose from a wide variety of towers, credenzas, laterals, pedestals, and bookcases 

for versatility in space planning and to fit the needs of the user. Available options like laminate finishes,  

base styles, and pull designs help achieve the look you want to create.  

Functionality for the Way People Work
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Approach designed by IDA Design

Complement your workspace with 

collaborative tables featuring  

Approach splay legs.
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A classic storage workwall with adjoining worksurface 

makes the most of the compact private office. 

A contemporary private office features a height-

adjustable worksurface and floating shelves.

Whether in the private office or in open-plan workstations, Approach offers the versatility, functionality, and array 

of features to create workspaces to accommodate how each individual works best. Worksurface height-adjustability 

allows a change in posture throughout the day, promoting comfort and a healthier workplace. Storage of all shapes 

and sizes not only addresses project filing and a place for frequently accessed items, it also defines the footprint. 

A Full-Landscape Solution

Towers and pedestals provide ample storage while 

defining individual workspace in a shared application. 

Sit-to-stand worksurfaces provide user adjustability,  

while glass and screens offer protection and privacy.  

Worksurfaces supported by splay legs layer over 

credenzas that feature multiple storage options.  

Shown with Stride® panels

Private workstations defined by gallery panels utilize 

versatile pull-out towers for efficient vertical storage. 

Shown with Terrace® panels
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Approach incorporates numerous features that help you work smarter and details that enhance the overall design.

A Portfolio of Options

Pull-out tower

Pedestal-integrated height-
adjustable worksurface

Personal file

Credenza-integrated height-
adjustable worksurface

Wood splay legs

Side-access tower

Trough credenza with grommet

Metal splay legs

Touch-latch door

Credenza with exposed trough

O leg

Floating shelf

Wall access panel

Cubby storage Lateral storage Credenza storage
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Pulls

Feet

Laminate Finishes

Pull & Feet Colors

Arch

Blade

Designer 
White

Lowell Ash

Designer 
White

Flint

Fawn  
Cypress

Skyline 
Walnut

Kingswood 
Walnut

Loft

Florence 
Walnut

Loft Silver Pyrite Solar Black

Phantom 
Ecru

Portico Teak

NeoWalnut Pinnacle 
Walnut

Natural 
Recon

Veranda  
Teak

Bar

Post

Beam Halo

Go to allsteeloffice.com/design-resources/idea-starters  
for additional Approach layouts.

Flint

Arch Pull: Silver
Bar Pull: Black, Designer White, Silver
Beam and Halo Pulls: Designer White, Pyrite, Silver, Solar Black
Square Pull: Designer White, Flint, Loft, Pyrite, Silver, Solar Black
Blade Foot: Black, Designer White, Silver
Post Foot: Designer White, Flint, Loft, Pyrite, Silver, Solar Black

Square

Black


